
Assignment

LESSON 1: Many Ways to Measure   •   M2-183

Practice
Use any strategy to convert between the specified units.

1. Janine will be traveling to Botswana, where the unit of currency is called the pula, which means “rain” in 

the local language. Suppose, $1 is equivalent to 7 pula.

a. If Janine has $500 to spend in Botswana, how many pula will she have to spend?

b. The safari lodge where she is staying in Chobe National Park costs 434 pula each night. What is the 

cost per night in dollars?

c. When she goes to dinner at the safari lodge, the bill comes to 91 pula. How many dollars did Janine 

spend on dinner?

2. Jonah is going to the hardware store for his Uncle Frederick. He needs to buy 4 yards of electrical wire 

and 14 quarts of liquid nails.

a. The store only sells wire by the foot. How many feet does Jonah need?

b. The store only sells liquid nails by the gallon. How many gallons does Jonah need?

3. Jin Lee is volunteering at a zoo and is helping weigh a penguin’s egg. The egg weighs 0.15 kilogram.

a. Is this more or less than the average weight of 145 grams? Explain.

b. If Jin Lee expands the penguin area to be about 500 meters wider than it is now, how many more 

kilometers wide is the area?

4. Harold is buying a new car. Some of the cars he has researched provide measurements in the U.S. 

customary system and some provide measurements in the metric system.

a. One car manufacturer reports the mass of the car to be 3307 lb. How many kilograms is this?

b. Another manufacturer recommends that the owner change the oil every 12,075 kilometers. After how 

many miles should the owner change the oil?

c. Harold is a tall man and prefers cars with high ceilings. One car lists 43.3 inches of headroom and 

another car lists 99.3 centimeters of headroom. Which car has more headroom?

d. He is concerned about the fuel tank capacity of the new car he wants to buy. He commutes a long 

distance to work every day and does not want to constantly be filling the tank. He finds 3 cars that he 

likes online. The Skyte has a fuel capacity of 19 gallons. The Madrid has a fuel capacity of 64.4 liters, 

and the Cougar has a fuel capacity of 63.6 quarts. Compare the fuel tank capacities of the cars using 

both gallons and liters. Order the cars from least to greatest fuel tank capacity.

Remember
More than one unit can be used to describe the same length, 

weight, or capacity. To convert units means to change a 

measurement to an equivalent measurement in different units. 

You can use models, ratio reasoning, and unit analysis to convert 

units using conversion rates.

Write
Explain how to convert from 

one unit to another using 

ratio reasoning.
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M2-184   •   TOPIC 3: Unit Rates and Conversions

Review
1. At Union Middle School, 99 girls, or 33% of the girls, play basketball. How many girls attend Union 

Middle School?

2. Kasey gets a 35% employee discount on anything she buys at The Foot Parade. If Kasey got a $5.25 

discount on her new flip-flops, how much did they cost originally?

3. Mr. Hawkins manages a small store called Action Sporting Goods. He wants to make sure that his store 

is stocked with enough equipment for all of the community sports. He surveys 240 of his customers and 

asks them to choose the one sport that they’re most likely to buy sports equipment for this season.

Sport Percent of Responses

Basketball 30%

Baseball 20%

Football 35%

Wrestling 15%

a.  How many of the surveyed 

customers will need baseball 

equipment?

b. How many of the surveyed 

customers will need wrestling 

equipment?

4. Estimate each quotient to the nearest whole number. Then calculate the quotient.

a. 0.796 4 9.95 b. 23.84 4 6.4

Stretch
Anthony measured the dimensions of a rectangular box to be 45 cm by 35 cm by 2 m. 

1. Determine the volume of the box in cubic meters.

2. Convert the volume of the box to cubic centimeters.

5.  A group of 4 campers must navigate through the forest using compasses, topographic maps, and other 

devices. They scatter and each of them travels to a different location. Using the clues below, determine 

how far it is from the start to each point on the map.

• The distance to point A is 1.5 kilometers.

• It is 0.5 more miles to get to point B from the start than to point A.

• The total distance to points A and D from the start is 3.1 miles.

•  The distance from the start to point C is twice the distance from the start to point B.

a. How many kilometers is it from the start to each location?

b. How many miles is it from the start to each location?

6.  A zip line activity is part of an obstacle course that a group of students must get through together. 

There are several zip lines on the course, the longest of which is about 72 meters long. How can this be 

stated using the most appropriate unit in the customary system? Show your work.
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